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If you ally need such a referred news/2020 12 22 ebook that will present you worth, get the no question best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are along with launched, from
best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections news/2020 12 22 that we will certainly offer. It is not on the order of the costs. Its not
quite what you dependence currently. This news/2020 12 22, as one of the most involved sellers here will extremely be in the midst of the best
options to review.

States United Joanna Lydgate 2022-10-15 The Laurence and Lynne Brown Democracy Medal, presented by the McCourtney Institute for
Democracy at Penn State, recognizes outstanding individuals, groups, and organizations that produce innovations to further democracy in the
United States or around the world. Elections are the bedrock of any democracy, but they are under attack in the United States. State
legislatures are moving to limit voting rights and seize control of election administration, candidates are refusing to accept election results, and
antidemocracy forces are sowing lies and encouraging political violence. The States United Democracy Center is fighting back by equipping
state and local officials, law enforcement leaders, and prodemocracy partners with the tools and resources they need to protect free, fair, and
secure elections. For this important work, its cofounders are the recipients of the 2022 Brown Democracy Medal. States United was founded
during the 2020 election and continues to be led by Joanna Lydgate, former chief deputy attorney general of Massachusetts; Norman Eisen,
former ambassador to the Czech Republic and special assistant to President Barack Obama for ethics and government reform; and Christine
Todd Whitman, former New Jersey governor and Environmental Protection Agency administrator.
Information Security Technologies for Controlling Pandemics Hamid Jahankhani 2021-07-29 The year 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic
marked a huge change globally, both in working and home environments. They posed major challenges for organisations around the world,
which were forced to use technological tools to help employees work remotely, while in self-isolation and/or total lockdown. Though the positive
outcomes of using these technologies are clear, doing so also comes with its fair share of potential issues, including risks regarding data and its
use, such as privacy, transparency, exploitation and ownership. COVID-19 also led to a certain amount of paranoia, and the widespread
uncertainty and fear of change represented a golden opportunity for threat actors. This book discusses and explains innovative technologies
such as blockchain and methods to defend from Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), some of the key legal and ethical data challenges to data
privacy and security presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, and their potential consequences. It then turns to improved decision making in
cyber security, also known as cyber situational awareness, by analysing security events and comparing data mining techniques, specifically
classification techniques, when applied to cyber security data. In addition, the book illustrates the importance of cyber security, particularly
information integrity and surveillance, in dealing with an on-going, infectious crisis. Aspects addressed range from the spread of misinformation,
which can lead people to actively work against measures designed to ensure public safety and minimise the spread of the virus, to concerns
over the approaches taken to monitor, track, trace and isolate infectious cases through the use of technology. In closing, the book considers the
legal, social and ethical cyber and information security implications of the pandemic and responses to it from the perspectives of confidentiality,
integrity and availability.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Through the Eyes of Saudi Women Anita C. Butera 2021 Anita Butera provides a unique account of the past and
future of Saudi Arabia as told by Saudi women. The story that emerges is one where modernization is not synonymous with Westernization but
instead comes from the search for an identity based on the rich history of the country.
COVID-19 in Manitoba Andrea Rounce 2020-11-26 On 12 March 2020 Manitoba confirmed its first case of COVID-19. One week later, a
province-wide state of emergency was declared, ushering in a new sense of urgency and rarely used government powers to protect Manitobans
from the devastating global reach of the novel coronavirus. The wide-ranging impacts of the pandemic have touched every facet of Manitoba
society and provincial responsibility, including health, economic development, social services, and government operations. COVID-19 has
challenged the conventional policy-making process––complicating agenda setting and policy formulation, adoption, implementation, and
evaluation––while governments have been under pressure to make swift decisions in life-and-death matters. New programs must address
urgent and shifting health and economic realities, but also anticipate future waves of COVID-19 and potentially significant repercussions for
future governments. "COVID-19 in Manitoba: Public Policy Responses to the First Wave" seeks to understand how Manitoba fared during the
first months of the pandemic, with twenty-seven chapters that address key aspects of the pandemic and discuss how government policy can
help lay the foundation for resiliency in the midst a continuing public-health crisis. This open-access volume is an essential resource for citizens
and policy-makers alike, as it identifies policy gaps and successes of Manitoba’s early COVID response and points to strategies to prepare for
future waves of the pandemic.
Fuzzy Systems and Data Mining VI A.J. Tallón-Ballesteros 2020-11-13 The interdisciplinary field of fuzzy logic encompass applications in the
electrical, industrial, chemical and engineering realms as well as in areas of management and environmental issues, while data mining covers
new approaches to big data, massive data, and scalable, parallel and distributed algorithms. This book presents papers from the 6th
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems and Data Mining (FSDM 2020). The conference was originally due to be held from 13-16
November 2020 in Xiamen, China, but was changed to an online conference held on the same dates due to ongoing restrictions connected with
the COVID-19 pandemic. The annual FSDM conference provides a platform for knowledge exchange between international experts,
researchers academics and delegates from industry. This year, the committee received 316 submissions, of which 76 papers were selected for
inclusion in the conference; an acceptance rate of 24%. The conference covers four main areas: fuzzy theory; algorithms and systems, which
includes topics like stability; foundations and control; and fuzzy applications, which are widely used and cover various types of processing as
well as hardware and architecture for big data and time series. Providing a current overview of research and developments in fuzzy logic and
data mining, the book will be of interest to all those working in the field of data science.
The Palestine Strategic Report 2020-2021 Prof. Dr. Mohsen Mohammad Saleh 2022-08-01 Al-Zaytouna Centre is pleased to present to its
readers the Palestine Strategic Report (PSR) 2020–2021, the 12th PSR to be published. With an academic methodology and comprehensive
objective approach, the report details the developments concerning the Palestine issue and provides the latest information and data available at
the endof 2021, along with analyses and forecasts. This report is the result of collaborative work of 15 experts and researchers. In eight
chapters, it addresses the internal Palestinian scene; Palestinian demographic and economic indicators; the situation in Jerusalem and the holy
sites; the specifics of Israeli aggression, Palestinian resistance and the peace process; the internal situation in Israel, politically, economically
and militarily; and Palestine’s Arab, Islamic, and international relations. The PSR now occupies a prominent position as an indispensable
reference, integral to Palestine studies and research. Al-Zaytouna Centre hopes the PSR will continue to make valuable contributions in this
field.
Climatenomics Bob Keefe 2022-05-17 Climatenomics explains how climate change is no longer just an environmental or social issue; it’s now

an economic issue. Climatenomics is rattling the foundation of our economy at its very core, and this economic earthquake just might be the
thing that saves our planet.
Presidential Swing States Rafael Jacob 2022 "Jacob and Schultz examine in this new and updated volume the phenomena of presidential
swing states in the 2016 US presidential election. They explore the reasons why some states and, now counties, seem repeatedly to be the
focus of candidate attention and capable of voting for either of the major candidates and being decisive in determining who wins the
presidency"-Carceral Afterlives Katherine Bruce-Lockhart 2022-07-05 Drawing upon social history, political history, and critical prison studies, this book
analyzes how prisons and other instruments of colonial punishment endured after independence and challenges their continued existence. In
Carceral Afterlives, Katherine Bruce-Lockhart traces the politics, practices, and lived experiences of incarceration in postcolonial Uganda,
focusing on the period between independence in 1962 and the beginning of Yoweri Museveni’s presidency in 1986. During these decades,
Ugandans experienced multiple changes of government, widespread state violence, and war, all of which affected the government’s approach
to punishment. Bruce-Lockhart analyzes the relationship between the prison system and other sites of confinement—including informal
detention spaces known as “safe houses” and wartime camps—and considers other forms of punishment, such as public executions and
“disappearance” by state paramilitary organizations. Through archival and personal collections, interviews with Ugandans who lived through
these decades, and a range of media sources and memoirs, Bruce-Lockhart examines how carceral systems were imagined and experienced
by Ugandans held within, working for, or impacted by them. She shows how Uganda’s postcolonial leaders, especially Milton Obote and Idi
Amin, attempted to harness the symbolic, material, and coercive power of prisons in the pursuit of a range of political agendas. She also
examines the day-to-day realties of penal spaces and public perceptions of punishment by tracing the experiences of Ugandans who were
incarcerated, their family members and friends, prison officers, and other government employees. Furthermore, she shows how the carceral
arena was an important site of dissent, examining how those inside and outside of prisons and other spaces of captivity challenged the state’s
violent punitive tactics. Using Uganda as a case study, Carceral Afterlives emphasizes how prisons and the wider use of confinement—both as
a punishment and as a vehicle for other modes of punishment—remain central to state power in the Global South and North. While scholars
have closely analyzed the prison’s expansion through colonial rule and the rise of mass incarceration in the United States, they have largely
taken for granted its postcolonial persistence. In contrast, Bruce-Lockhart demonstrates how the prison’s transition from a colonial to a
postcolonial institution explains its ubiquity and reveals ways to critique and challenge its ongoing existence. The book thus explores broader
questions about the unfinished work of decolonization, the relationship between incarceration and struggles for freedom, and the prison’s
enduring yet increasingly contested place in our global institutional landscape.
Fight the Power Gregory S. Parks 2022-02-03 Fight the Power considers timely social justice issues for Black people in America through the
lens hip-hop lyrics.
Are We Living in a Disaster Movie? Brian A. Shaer 2022-08-04 Some periods of history contain so many compounded disasters they seem to
be inspired by disaster movies. In the early 2020s, the Covid-19 pandemic upended the world and thrust populations into a state of uncertainty
and fear--as seen in movies like Outbreak, The Towering Inferno or Armageddon. Birthed from the author's original research on disaster
movies, this book argues that the life cycle of Covid closely parallels various apocalyptic films, from the personas of the main players to the
strike of the cataclysm itself. To view the Covid pandemic through the language of disaster movies, the book identifies those that mirror
(predict!) each stage of the Covid pandemic, analyzing the similarities between the films and real-life events. A filmography of the featured
disaster movies concludes the book.
Women and Politics Julie Dolan 2021-08-17 Women and Politics: Paths to Power and Political Influence examines the role of women in politics
from the early women’s movement to the female politicians in power today. Focusing on women whose stories have not yet been told, this book
includes new analysis and scholarship on the experiences and viewpoints of conservative women, women of color, LGBT women, and
millennial women.
A Research Agenda for COVID-19 and Society Matthewman, Steve 2022-08-12 With contributions from leading experts in the fields of
anthropology, communications, disaster studies, economics, epidemiology, Indigenous studies, philosophy and sociology, this expansive book
offers a diverse range of social science perspectives on the COVID-19 pandemic, providing critical insights into what a research agenda for
COVID-19 and society resembles across different fields of study.
How to Ruin Your Education and TV Viewing Spencer D. Gear 2022-03-31 What will you do as a parent if your fourteen-year-old comes home
from school and says, “You and the teachers have been telling me Columbus discovered the Americas. You’ve lied to me because that isn’t
true. There are no such things as facts, and I decide the meaning of what is written in my textbooks. I’m the one who chooses the interpretation
of any writing, including history and the stories of Columbus”? How are you going to answer, especially in light of what the Encyclopaedia
Britannica states about Columbus? This book examines how historical Jesus scholar John Dominic Crossan has dismantled education, TV
viewing (by application), and religious studies with his postmodern deconstruction of the text. His theme is “I formulate it here as I see it.” Texts
and interpretations are out of the mind of Crossan. Using a hypothesis testing technique, the author challenges Crossan’s perspective that
Jesus’s resurrection was an apparition and not a bodily resurrection. Even though he calls on others to “First, read the text,” that is not what he
does. The philosophical crusher has found him out to be contradictory in his assessment of history in his autobiography and his own writings on
the historical Jesus.
A Deeper Sickness Margaret Peacock 2022-03-08 A harrowing chronicle by two leading historians, capturing in real time the events of a year
marked by multiple devastations. When we look back at the year 2020, how can we describe what really happened? In A Deeper Sickness,
award-winning historians Margaret Peacock and Erik Peterson set out to preserve what they call the “focused confusion,” and to probe deeper
into what they consider the Four Pandemics that converged around the 12 astonishing months of 2020: • Disease • Disinformation • Poverty •
Violence Drs. Peacock and Peterson use their interdisciplinary expertise to extend their analysis beyond the viral science, and instead into the
social, political, and historical dimensions of this crisis. They consulted with dozens of experts and witnesses from a wide range of fields—from
leading epidemiologists and health care workers to leaders of the Black Lives Matter movement, district attorneys, political scientists,
philosophers, and more. Their journey revealed a sick country that believed it was well, a violent nation that believed it was peaceful; one that
mistook poverty for prosperity and accountability for rebellion. Organized into the journal-entries along with dozens of archival images, A
Deeper Sickness will help readers sift through the chaos and misinformation that characterized those frantic days. It is both an unflinching
indictment of a nation that is still reeling and a testament to the power of human resilience and collective memory. Readers can share their story
and become a contributing author by visiting an interactive digital museum, where the authors have preserved dozens of more stories and
interviews. Visit Margaret Peacock and Erik L. Peterson’s digital museum at adhc.lib.ua.edu/pandemicbook/.
Death Before Sentencing Andrew R Klein 2022-07-15 America's jails have a long history of killing inmates, most of whom die in jails before they
are even convicted of a crime. Deaths behind bars are a direct result of abysmal, correctional facilities' policies, mostly for-profit medical
providers, largely absent administrators, and unchecked brutality by jail deputies.
Studies of Communication in the 2020 Presidential Campaign Robert E. Denton (Jr.) 2021 Studies of Communication in the 2020 Presidential
Campaign explores a wide range of communication elements, themes, and topics of the 2020 presidential election. Each chapter serves as a
stand-alone study focusing on the role and function of communication within the context of the chapter topics and the 2020 election.
Government Issued Opinion Dennis F. Poindexter 2022-04-29 Intelligence services, businesses and governments use a sinister methodology
called an influence campaign to sway the core values of their own countries and others around the globe. This method is used by many
different types of world governments (including the U.S.) and can pervade many different sectors of public life. Even seemingly powerful

politicians are impacted by influence campaigns. While influence campaigns differ from political campaigns or corporate advertising, they share
similar characteristics. Both influence behavior by manipulating beliefs to produce an outcome favorable to the campaign goal. This book
explains the mechanisms of influence campaigns and how they affect policy making, often in surprising ways. Chapters detail examples of
influence campaigns waged by various governments throughout the years and suggest how the public consciousness should deal with these
strategies. As targets of these campaigns, citizens must understand how our leaders use them for their own benefit.
Non-Wood Forest Products of Asia A. Z. M. Manzoor Rashid 2022-08-23 This book highlights the importance of non-wood forest products
(NWFPs) and their crucial role in sustaining the livelihood of rural and indigenous communities in Asia. The authors depict how the preservation
of forests and the associated major non-wood resources may provide an important avenue to reduce poverty. The local practices and
knowledge on harvesting NWFPs are often rooted in tradition, and vary from one region to the other. This made it difficult to develop and
establish research focus on a greater scale in the past. Readers of this volume will gain an often-missed, broader perspective from these new
studies. The authors put a special emphasis on the nexus between conservation and livelihood from an Asian point of view. This addresses a
knowledge gap in the current literature and offers important clues on conducting similar research around the world. The volume provides a
useful reference guide for the relevant researchers, practitioners and policy makers.
Teaching Legal Education in the Digital Age Ann Thanaraj 2022-10-14 Teaching Legal Education in the Digital Age explores how legal
pedagogy and curriculum design should be modernised to ensure that law students have a realistic view of the future of the legal profession.
Using future readiness and digital empowerment as central themes, chapters discuss the use of technology to enhance the design and delivery
of the curriculum and argue the need for the curriculum to be developed to prepare students for the use of technology in the workplace. The
volume draws together a range of contributions to consider the impact of digital pedagogies in legal education and propose how technology can
be used in the law curriculum to enhance student learning in law schools and lead excellence in teaching. Throughout, the authors consider
what it means to be future-ready and what we can do as law academics to facilitate the knowledge, skills and dispositions needed by futureready graduates. Part of Routledge’s series on Legal Pedagogy, this book will be of great interest to academics, post-graduate students,
teachers and researchers of evidence law, as well as those with a wider interest in legal pedagogy or legal practice.
The Security of Iceland and the Arctic 2030 Robert P. Wheelersburg 2022 This book outlines a recommended Icelandic security force as part of
the countrys defence against sub-strategic threats such as human trafficking by criminals or border incursions by other states. It also tests the
recommended security force through the development of four different hypothetical scenarios in the year 2030 designed to show the forces
successful implementation. Melting of the Arctic ice pack, and the opening of the Transpolar Sea Route around 2025 could lead to an increase
in traffic into the North Atlantic from the Pacific (and vice versa). That movement is predicted to bring a massive influx of tourists, business
interests, and government entities into the region. Along with legitimate uses of the new shipping lanes, the opportunity for terrorists, criminals,
and rogue states to travel in and around the Arctic could lead to increased smuggling, violence, and sovereignty disputes (i.e., seizing
uninhabited terrain). A review of Icelands current security policies indicates that the parliament provided the legal framework to create the
recommended security force with the 2016 Parliamentary Resolution establishing a National Security Policy for Iceland. Many scholars and
government officials believe that the Iceland public would not support a security force culturally. Yet, recent surveys reveal that many Icelanders
could accept a security force to protect them from sub-strategic threats, especially if the increased security could be attained without the
intervention of foreign military forces. The recommended security force utilizes Icelandic search-and-rescue volunteers and Reservists to
increase the protection of the country funded by its full NATO contribution.
Fifty Years of Women in Mathematics Janet L. Beery 2022-04-21 The Association for Women in Mathematics (AWM), the oldest organization in
the world for women in mathematics, had its fiftieth anniversary in 2021. This collection of refereed articles, illustrated by color photographs,
reflects on women in mathematics and the organization as a whole. Some articles focus on the situation for women in mathematics at various
times and places, including other countries. Others describe how individuals have shaped AWM, and, in turn, how the organization has
impacted individuals as well as the broader mathematical community. Some are personal stories about careers in mathematics. Fifty Years of
Women in Mathematics: Reminiscences, History, and Visions for the Future of AWM covers a span from AWM’s beginnings through the
following fifty years. The volume celebrates AWM and its successes but does not shy away from its challenges. The book is designed for a
general audience. It provides interesting and informative reading for people interested in mathematics, gender equity, or organizational
structures; teachers of mathematics; students at the high school, college, and graduate levels; and members of more recently established
organizations for women in mathematics and related fields or prospective founders of such organizations.
Trash Talk Patricia A. Turner 2022-09-06 What racist rumors about Barack Obama tell us about the intractability of racism in American politics.
Barack Obama and his family have been the objects of rumors, legends, and conspiracy theories unprecedented in US politics. Outbreaks of
anti-Obama lore have occurred in every national election cycle since 2004 and continue to the present day—two elections after his presidency
ended. In Trash Talk, folklorist Patricia A. Turner examines how these thought patterns have grown ever more vitriolic and persistent and what
this means for American political culture. Through the lens of attacks on Obama, Trash Talk explores how racist tropes circulate and gain
currency. As internet communications expand in reach, rumors and conspiracy theories have become powerful political tools, and new types of
lore like the hoax and fake news have taken root. The mainstream press and political establishment dismissed anti-Obama mythology for years,
registering concern only when it became difficult to deny how much power those who circulated it could command. Trash Talk demonstrates
that the ascendancy of Barack Obama was never a signal of a postracial America.
Seen and Unseen Marc Lamont Hill 2022-05-03 A riveting exploration of how the power of visual media over the last few years has shifted the
narrative on race and reignited the push towards justice by the author of the "worthy and necessary" (The New York Times) Nobody Marc
Lamont Hill and the bestselling author and acclaimed journalist Todd Brewster. With his signature "clear and courageous" (Cornel West) voice
Marc Lamont Hill and New York Times bestselling author Todd Brewster weave some of the most pivotal recent moments in the country's racial
divide--the killings of George Floyd and Ahmaud Arbery and the harassment of Christian Cooper--into their historical context. In doing so, they
reveal the common thread between these harrowing incidents: video recordings and the immediacy of technology has irrevocably changed our
conversations about race and in many instances tipped the levers of power in favor of the historically disadvantaged. Drawing on the powerful
role of technology as a driver of history, identity, and racial consciousness, Seen and Unseen asks why, after so much video confirmation of
police violence on people of color, it took the footage of George Floyd to trigger an overwhelming response of sympathy and outrage? In the
vein of The New Jim Crow and Caste, Seen and Unseen incisively explores what connects our moment to the history of race in America but
also what makes today different from the civil rights movements of the past and what it will ultimately take to push social justice forward.
The Political Logic of the US–China Trade War Shiping Hua 2022-03-18 This collection examines the political logic of the ongoing trade war
between the United States and China. The contributors examine a number of theories behind the trade war, the historical background in which
the trade war emerged, and the international contexts.
Subtle Tools Karen J. Greenberg 2021-08-24 Introduction: The subtle tools -- Ground Zero -- The Patriot Act -- Homeland -- President Trump
and the subtle tools -- The Muslim ban -- Crisis at the border -- The killing of General Soleimani -- The Black Lives Matter protests : militarizing
the home front -- The 2020 elections -- Conclusion: Biden's Ground Zero.
Virtual Assistant Ali Soofastaei 2021-10-13 An intelligent virtual assistant (IVA) or intelligent personal assistant (IPA) is a software agent that
can perform tasks or services for an individual based on commands or questions. Improving the quality of artificial intelligence (AI) learning
algorithms increases the application of IVAs in different areas. The capabilities and usage of IVAs are expanding rapidly. IVAs, such as Siri,
Alexa, and chatbots, help individuals and companies to make better decisions. They learn from collected historical data, and the quality of their
recommendations depends on the size of the database they are using. Modern technology has provided a huge capacity for data collection and

storage. This means that the new generation of IVAs can help people much better than the previous one. This book examines the applications
of IVAs in different areas and presents a clear vision of how this new technology can be used in current and future activities. Chapters cover
such topics as the scientific development of VA technology, generating voices for IVAs, the ethics of using IVAs, and using IVAs in banking and
finance.
The Competitiveness of Nations 1: Navigating the US-China Trade War and the COVID-19 Global Pandemic Dong-sung Cho, Hwy-chang Moon
Happy at Any Cost Kirsten Grind 2022-03-15 From award-winning Wall Street Journal reporters, "a startling portrait of one of our greatest tech
visionaries, Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh" (Robert Kolker, author of Hidden Valley Road), reporting on his short life and untimely death and what
they mean for our culture's pursuit of happiness. Tony Hsieh--CEO of Zappos, Las Vegas developer, and all-around beloved entrepreneur--was
famous for spreading happiness. He lived and breathed this philosophy, instilling an ethos of joy at his company and outlining his vision for a
better workplace in his New York Times bestseller Delivering Happiness. He promoted a workplace where bosses treated employees like family
members, where stress was replaced by playfulness, and where hierarchies were replaced with equality and collaboration. His outlook shaped
Silicon Valley and the larger business world. Hsieh used his position at work to integrate levity into a normally competitive environment. He
aspired to build his own utopian cities, pouring millions of dollars into real estate and small businesses, first in downtown Las Vegas, Nevada-where Zappos was headquartered--and then in Park City, Utah. He gave generously to his employees and close friends, including throwing
infamous Zappos parties and organizing gatherings at his home, an Airstream trailer park. When Hsieh died suddenly in November of 2020, the
news shook the business and tech world. Wall Street Journal reporters Kirsten Grind and Katherine Sayre quickly realized the importance of the
story because of Hsieh's stature in the industry, but as they dug into the details of his final months, they realized there was a bigger story to tell.
They found that Hsieh's obsession with happiness masked his darker struggles with addiction, mental health, and loneliness. In the last year of
his life, he spiraled out of control, cycling out of rehab and into the waiting arms of friends who enabled his worst behavior, even as he
bankrolled them from his billion-dollar fortune. Happy at Any Cost sheds light on one of the most venerated, yet vulnerable, business leaders of
our time. It's about our culture's intense need to find "happiness" at all costs, our misguided worship of entrepreneurs, the stigmas still
surrounding mental health, and how the trappings of fame can mask all types of deeper problems. In turn, it reveals how we conceptualize
success--and define happiness--in our modern age.
Sexual Abuse and Education in Japan Robert O'Mochain 2022-09-09 Bringing together two voices, practice and theory, in a collaboration that
emerges from lived experience and structured reflection upon that experience, Ueno and O’Mochain show how entrenched discursive forces
exert immense influence in Japanese society and how they might be most effectively challenged. With a psychosocial framework that draws
insights from feminism, sociology, international studies, and political psychology, the authors pinpoint the motivations of the nativist right and
reflect on the change of conditions that is necessary to end cultures of impunity for perpetrators of sexual abuse in Japan. Evaluating the value
of the #MeToo model of activism, the authors offer insights that will encourage victims to come out of the shadows, pursue justice, and help
transform Japan’s sense of identity both at home and abroad. Ueno, a female Japanese educator and O’Mochain, a non-Japanese male
academic, examine the nature of sexual abuse problems both in educational contexts and in society at large through the use of surveys,
interviews, and engagement with an eclectic range of academic literature. They identify the groups within society who offer the least support for
women who pursue justice against perpetrators of sexual abuse. They also ask if far-right ideological extremists are fixated with proving that so
called “comfort women” are higaisha-buru or “fake victims.” Japan would have much to gain on the international stage were it to fully
acknowledge historical crimes of sexual violence, yet it continues to refuse to do so. Ueno and O’Mochain shed light on this puzzling refusal
through recourse to the concepts of ‘international status anxiety’ and of ‘male hysteria.’ An insightful read for scholars of Japanese society,
especially those concerned by its treatment of women.
A President's Daily Brief: Years 1-4 Micah Fisher-Kirshner
What was daily life under the Trump presidency really like?
An accessible ebook with short, thematic entries showing the corruption of the entire Trump presidency, A President’s Daily Brief, Year 1-4:
The Day-by-Day Lurch of Trump’s Norm-Breaking Presidency is the full volume of Micah Fisher-Kirshner’s series, representing the four years of
Trump’s time in power and the subversion that occurred. More than a compiled list of significant events that portray Trump as the most corrupt
American president, this digestible and scannable read of in-the-moment posts pulled from news outlets and credible sources provides an
intimate look at how the administration went about breaking the presidential norms on a daily basis. Readers also will have access to citations
to fact-check claims.
This quick read on a Trump presidency that started off with outrage and graduated to righteous indignation is a must-have for those who enjoy
history, politics, and government or simply want to read about the most notorious presidency in history.

Advances in Environment Engineering and Management Nihal Anwar Siddiqui 2021-09-02 This book presents the proceedings of the First
National Conference on “Sustainable Management of Environment & Natural Resource through Innovation in Science and Technology”
(SMTST2020). The book highlights the latest development and innovations in the fields of sustainability, natural resource management, ecology
and its environmental fields, geosciences and geology, atmospheric sciences, sustainability, climate change, and extreme weather, global
warming, and global change, the effect of climate change on the ecosystem, environment, and pollution, as well as putting a strong emphasis
on the multidisciplinary studies.
Europe Alone David Andrew Schultz 2022 "This book delves into the idea of European state security without the United States in the picture"-The New Authoritarianism Alan Waring 2021-06-15 This volume continues the series that scrutinizes, from a risk perspective, the current
phenomenon of authoritarianism, as displayed by the new radical right (also known as alternative right), and whether it represents ‘real’
democracy or an unacceptable hegemony potentially resulting in elected dictatorships and abuses as well as dysfunctional government and
harm to many parties. The book identifies and analyzes risk issues arising from the radical-right phenomenon in many forms, including the
personal safety and security of individual citizens, ethno-religious minorities, and other minorities and vulnerable groups, as well as threats to
organizations, public order and national security, to democratic governance, and to international security. As chapters reveal, the cross-flow of
ideological, organizational, and ‘dark money’ support emanating primarily from US corporate foundations, lubricates the fusion of corporate and
radical-right interests nationally, transnationally, and globally. This volume gathers contributions from eight leading academic authors and
provides a detailed examination of the fusion of mutual interests between, on the one hand, powerful corporate leaders, executives, and
wealthy oligarchs and, on the other, radical-right political leaders, parties and intermediary organizations promoting radical-right causes. The
two worlds feed off, enable, and strengthen each other. Of particular relevance to the third decade of the 21st century is an examination of the
corporate/radical-right stance on the COVID-19 pandemic and the phenomenon of wild allegations and grand conspiracy theories disseminated
by the radical-right against their enemies.
Spin Doctors Nora Loreto 2021-11-24T00:00:00Z As Canada was in the grips of the worst pandemic in a century, Canadian media struggled to
tell the story. Newsrooms, already run on threadbare budgets, struggled to make broader connections that could allow their audience to better
understand what was really happening, and why. Politicians and public health officials were mostly given the benefit of the doubt that what they
said was true and that they acted in good faith. This book documents each month of the first year of the pandemic and examines the issues that
emerged, from racialized workers to residential care to policing. It demonstrates how politicians and uncritical media shaped the popular

understanding of these issues and helped to justify the maintenance of a status quo that created the worst ravages of the crisis. Spin Doctors
argues alternative ways in which Canadians should understand the big themes of the crisis and create the necessary knowledge to demand
large-scale change.
Putin's Russia Darryl Cunningham 2021-09-16 'A blistering broadside of a graphic biography.'—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY a highly accessible,
thoroughly researched and chilling account of Putin’s intentions for Russia and the Ukraine. Darryl Cunningham’s graphic novel shows how the
West has been culpable in aiding Putin’s rise – and why Western governments and companies have turned a blind eye to the regime’s
excessive brutality and corruption: accepting floods of Russian money, allowing businessmen and politicians to be bought, political parties to be
corrupted, elections to be interfered with, countries to be destabilised and invaded. Now available in several languages since its publication in
September 2021.
China's Sustainability Transitions Ali Cheshmehzangi 2021-05-26 This book considers the impact of global climate change, advocating to
promote sustainable development from the perspective of low carbon and climate resilience, by reducing carbon emissions in different aspects
of urban and regional development. As the world's largest emitter of carbon dioxide, China is continuously exploring a sustainable path to
achieve the momentous goal of 2060 carbon neutrality. In addition, this book reviews and summarizes China's green development and predicts
the transformation of China's carbon emission and energy structure before and after the peak of carbon emission in 2030. It examines the role
of governance in decarbonization efforts, focusing on decision making processes, policies and regulations, as well as the significance of
regions, cities, and communities. This book highlights typical methods of implementing and achieving low carbon development in light of China's
practical situation, which helps to resolve some of the problems that may arise in achieving the carbon neutral goal. Therefore, this book is
suitable for the reference of scholars in low-carbon environment science, sustainable urban development, and other related fields. It also
provides inspiration for China's medium and long-term sustainable development plans in the future.
South Korean Popular Culture in the Global Context Sojin Lim 2022-08-04 This book explores the recent landscape of Korean popular culture,
including celebrity diplomacy, political activism, and inter-Korean relations in the era of ‘ontact’, with a special focus on K-pop and K-drama.
Utilising the interdisciplinary approach, along with theoretical accounts, it redefines popular culture and its true power – beyond soft power –
including discussions of how the pandemic and the use of online platforms have coincidently or effectively influenced recent phenomena
surrounding Korean popular culture. It reveals both the possibilities and pitfalls of Hallyu diplomacy and the UN’s celebrity diplomacy more
broadly, and highlights how, through the mobilisation of a large internet fanbase, the modern K-pop ‘standom’ can influence political discourse.
The book also features an examination of the political significance of the K-drama through which it highlights the potential of popular media to
impact inter-Korean relations and inform current international understanding and perception of the Korean conflict. Dealing with the wider scope
of Korean popular culture this book will be a valuable resource to students and scholars of South Korea, international relations, public
diplomacy, political activism, and cultural and media studies.
Diversity, Divergence, Dialogue Katharina Toeppe 2021-03-19 This two-volume set LNCS 12645-12646 constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 16th International Conference on Diversity, Divergence, Dialogue, iConference 2021, held in Beijing, China, in March 2021. The 32 full
papers and the 59 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 225 submissions. They cover topics such
as: AI and machine learning; data science; human-computer interaction; social media; digital humanities; education and information literacy;
information behavior; information governance and ethics; archives and records; research methods; and institutional management.
Sustainable Intelligent Systems Amit Joshi 2021-03-06 This book discusses issues related to ICT, intelligent systems, data science, AI,
machine learning, sustainable development and overall their impacts on sustainability. It provides an overview of the technologies of future. The
book also discusses novel intelligent algorithms and their applications to move from a data-centric world to sustainable world. It includes
research paradigms on sustainable development goals and societal impacts. The book provides an overview of cutting-edge techniques toward
sustainability and ideas to help researchers who want to understand the challenges and opportunities of using smart management perspective
for sustainable society. It serves as a reference to wide ranges of readers from computer science, data analysts, AI technocrats and
management researchers.
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